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Foreword
In 2013, capital markets consultancy GreySpark Partners began exploring
the growing trend of digital transformation within the global investment
banking industry, subsequently explicating the findings of that examination
over the course of several research reports. GreySpark’s perspective
underpinning the identification of digital transformation as a trend
within the industry is simple: The automation of front-office client- and
markets-facing processes and workflows resulting from the adoption
of e-commerce and e-trading business models and principles will
revolutionise the historical configuration of the whole of the corporate and
investment banking sector over the next 10-20 years.
What remains complex is the development of a precise understanding
of when efforts toward achieving new, digitally-transformed states will
fully manifest within the banking industry, resulting in the creation of an
automated, front-to-back reality for wholesale markets financing, lending
and trading services. In 2019, a new GreySpark service offering – the
Digital Maturity Index for Investment Banks – aims to bring clarity to
that complexity through the assembly of 60-plus banks’ assessments
of the veracity of their respective digital innovation target states and the
expression of those objectives to-date within the sophistication of their
current front-office functional capabilities.
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Digitalisation applied to Corporate
& Investment Banking
Whichever strategy they follow
and whatever transformation
they undertake, investment banks
now face four existential threats:

To overcome these challenges,
one must rethink and change
a bank’s ways in depth:

● The commoditisation and unbundling of the products

● Which behaviours should be encouraged

and services that they offer;
● The compression of margins resulting from this
great simplification and the ensuing, increased
competition;
● The progressive, but ineluctable, elimination
of informational advantages; and
● Figuring out which workforce is needed and the jobs
it has to perform.

●
●
●
●

or deterred?
How products and services are manufactured?
How they are marketed and distributed?
How to manage data as the most valuable asset
the bank holds?
How to hit the “reset button” and purge 35 years
of accumulated technology debt?

Defined, the digitalisation of the investment banking business
brings several very tangible opportunities:
● Improved Productivity – Beyond the automation

of labour-intensive tasks. Equipped with the right
information, banking professionals can maximise their
outputs by leveraging two uniquely human abilities
– empathy (may that be with clients, colleagues,
business partners or suppliers), and rational
decision-making in new or uncharted circumstances.
● Reaching Clients Everywhere – With few

exceptions, most investment banks have retrenched
to and are refocusing on their core geographies
and client franchises. With fewer resources on
the ground, only e-commerce and e-distribution
solutions can enable banks to remain relevant to
their existing and potential customers.
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● Reaping the Benefits of Network Effects &

Ecosystems – Investment banks can no longer
offer everything to everyone, everywhere or do
everything themselves. Shared platforms enable
the rebuilding the economies of scale no longer
achievable on one’s own.
● The Ability to Move Faster, Further & Deeper

– By integrating technology from the onset into
the design of products and services, development
cycles are dramatically shortened. It becomes
possible to fail fast, to adapt iteratively to market
circumstances and client demands, to innovate
both incrementally and radically.
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Delta-X:
Features & Benefits
To drive and incentivise constructive change in
behaviour, practices and outcomes, objective
assessments and measurements of that change
are required.
GreySpark designed Delta-X for that sole and explicit purpose:
● Delta-X is specific to Corporate & Investment Banking;
● Delta-X is precise, covering 20 discrete metrics organised

in the 5 pillars relevant to Global Markets activities;
● Delta-X is objective, independently assessing the metrics against

a constant set of benchmark measures; and
● Delta-X is scalable, best applied at business unit level and roiled

out across the bank, with annual evaluations.
By adopting GreySpark Delta-X, our clients’ senior management,
innovations heads and digital officers can:
● objectively assess the level of maturity of each of their business units;
● create positive incentives to foster emulations between lines
of business, and
● drive continuous improvement year after year within each unit.

“GreySpark
has developed
a rigorous and
standardised
methodology
that maximise
the relevance
and accuracy of
the evaluations,
whilst minimising
the efforts
required from
our clients.”

Rolling-out Delta-X
GreySpark has developed a rigorous and
standardised methodology that maximise the
relevance and accuracy of the evaluations, while
minimising the efforts required from our clients:
● Data gathering activities combine surveys and direct interviews;
● Evaluation and scoring are performed independently;
● Individual scorecards and recommendations delivered within

four weeks of project start;
● No hidden fees with a fixed price per assessment;
● Ability to perform multiple assessments within a given

bank in parallel; and
● Provision of up-to-date industry benchmark data.
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GreySpark Delta-X: Methodology
1. Culture

2. Core Technology

The digital transformation of CIBs is nothing short
of a reinvention of the corporate culture of each
individual institution. The behaviours and ethos of
business units and individual employees must evolve
in accordance with the environment and paradigms
that a firm aims to operate in.

The core technology components of digital investment
banking differ from the historically siloed technology
deployment models that propelled the success of
investment banking in the pre-crisis era.

Components of this pillar are:
● Vision & Strategy
● People & Organisation
● Process & Behaviour
● Ecosystems & Partnerships

Components of this pillar are:
SDLC Practices
Technology Infrastructure
User Experience
Innovation identification & Adoption

●
●
●
●

3. Distribution

4. Manufacturing

Digital distribution is premised on the channel-agnostic
distribution of products and services, permitting clients
to access these at the time and in the manner most
convenient to them. The ultimate expression of digital
distribution are those banks that ‘disappear’ into the
clients’ own workflow.

Banks will become fully automated trading plants where
financial products and services are generated via an
outsourced supply chain with the objective of achieving
straight-through processing.

Components of this pillar are:
● Distribution Channels
● Functional & Product Coverage
● Consistent Client Experience
● Integration with Client Workflows

Components of this pillar are:
Process / Activity Automation
Decision-making Systematisation
Distributed Supply Chain Management
Value Creation Accounting

●
●
●
●

5. Data as an Asset
Data will be the lifeblood of the innovative investment
banking business model, and data must be piloted
across the supply chain from the client point of
interaction, allowing continuous, incremental
improvements to products and services, ensuring that
banks deliver based on demand.
Components of this pillar are:
● Active Data Management
● Data-centric design
● Insight Generation
● Monetisation of Data
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Delta-X Scoring Methodology
Each individual metric is scored
on a scale of 0 to 5.
The delivered scorecards
includes both the rationale
for each individual grade,
as well as the recommended
actions for improving it.
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GreySpark Delta-X: Sample Scorecard

Data Asset Management

Manufacturing

Distribution

Core Technology Capabilities

Culture

Pillar

Metric

Score

Observation

Recommendation

Vision & Strategy

3

A well articulated and comprehensive digital strategy and
digital transformation objectives exist, but only a subset of
mid-level operatives on down fully grasp its relevance to
their role.

Implement staff education initiatives on the digital strategy
implications, tailored for different levels within the bank.

People & Organisation

3

Some organisation restructure is supported by appropriate
staffing with bought-in staff, but most functions continue to
operate in pre-digital fashion.

Identify transformation & data champions, position these to
lead relevant decision-making and process structures.

Process & Behaviour

2

Pockets of digital-/data-centric behaviour exist, but
processes have yet to be adopted beyond select teams.

Ensure individual compensation incentives align with the
digital strategy vision for organisational structure and staff.

Ecosystems &
Partnerships

2

Transition from built to buy/build hybrid mix has limited
traction to date, in most cases lacking any clear strategic
view on competitive differentiators vs commoditised
technology components.

Strategic technology functionality review to map areas
for in-house technology build investment vs areas for
outsourcing.

SDLC Practices

2

Legacy technology programmes operate on waterfall
basis controlled by the IT department. Only a subset of
new programmes utilise Agile methodologies and CD/CI
procedures.

Implement all new programmes through Agile and CD/CI
methodologies. Identify legacy programmes to transition
into new methodologies.

Technology
Infrastructure

2

Shifting cloud services procurement guidelines
insufficiently documented and understood across the
organisation.

Create regular updates on cloud computing procurement
and vendor infosec requirements. Utilise graduated
approach when engaging external vendors.

User Experience

1

User experience remains a buzzword lacking any concrete
implementation pathways or examples.

Map user pain points and preferences to identify key areas
for UX investments.

Innovation Identification
& Adoption

3

Front-office staff and business line owners have developed
instincts in nurturing innovation, but middle and back office
lack a pathway to accomplishing the same.

Rotate and co-locate middle and back office business
owners into font office innovation efforts to gain exposure
to best practice.

Distribution Channels

4

Efforts to bring new distribution channels online in the past
5 years yield desired outcome.

Maintain delivery schedule for ongoing distribution channel
efforts.

Functional & Product
Coverage

5

The bank continues to successfully offer client services
across the full trade lifecycle and across a broad range of
products.

None

Consistent Client
Experience

5

Implementation of channel-agnostic CRM in combination
with the expanded distribution channel efforts allow clients
to move seamlessly between interaction channels when
interacting with the franchise.

None

Integration with Client
Workflows

5

Virtually all service available via API integration.

None

Process / Activity
Automation

2

Middle- and back-office functions remain highly manual,
and only select front-office functions have been automated.

Expand budget and incentives for automation efforts into
non-revenue generating activities.

Decision-making
Systematisation

3

Front-office automation efforts have yielded change in
FO staff decision making practices toward less human
intervention, but middle and back-office functions remain
highly manual due to a lack of investment and compliance
concerns.

Incorporate interdisciplinary project teams that include
compliance functionaries for automation programmes.

Distributed Supply
Chain Management

3

Most business functions continue to be sourced in house
or are not offered at all.

Identify strategic partners to help fill service gaps.

Value-creation
Accounting

0

Revenue bookings remain the only metric in use for client
value estimation; No plans exist to explore specific pain
points and value-add functions within the customer journey
from the client perspective.

Develop roadmap for the introduction of value-creation
accounting. Begin mapping client valuation of different
services and functions.

Active Data
Management

2

Data lifecycle remains poorly understood across the
business, with only core data analytics teams aware of
active management.

Implement staff education initiatives on data lifecycle
management, tailored for different levels within the bank.
Identify data champions.

Data-centric Design &
Architecture

2

Most functions continue to view data as a costly liability
they must maintain rather than a productive asset to
manage. Core analytics teams are the exception.

Articulate design guidelines and data patterns for use in
future delivery projects.

Insight Generation

1

To date, core analytics teams exert vast majority of their
effort cleaning and preparing data rather than analysing it,
due to poor data culture across the business.

Constrain analysis to clean data for the time being. The
analytics team should create a list of desired clean data
sources, and engage with stakeholders to deliver these.

Monetisation of Data

1

The lack of insights derived from data prevent monetisation
of this resource.

Identify low-hanging fruit for monetisation.
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“Data will be the lifeblood
of the innovative investment
banking business model,
and data must be piloted
across the supply chain
from the client point
of interaction, allowing
continuous, incremental
improvements to products
and services, ensuring that
banks deliver based on
demand.”
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EXPERTS IN CAPITAL MARKETS
STRATEGY. DELIVERY. TECHNOLOGY.
GreySpark is a capital markets business, management and technology consultancy
that specialises in mission-critical areas of the industry. We assist our clients throughout
business and project lifecycles, from inception to completion, offering services in:
- Business Strategy and Operations
- Project and Programme Delivery
- Technology

WE HELPED OVER
100 CLIENTS ACROSS
4 CONTINENTS

For more information, please visit: greyspark.com

GREYSPARK’S CAPITAL MARKETS
INTELLIGENCE PRACTICE
TURNING EXPERIENCE INTO KNOWLEDGE.
GreySpark’s dedicated analysis and research team specialises in producing
high-quality industry reports, and it has extensive experience assisting industry
leaders in understanding and then developing successful strategies.
GreySpark consultants have hands-on experience in bringing improvements to
capital markets and have close relationships with capital markets decision-makers
and industry subject matter experts. This experience allows GreySpark to maintain
an overarching perspective of important changes influencing the industry enriched by
a strong track record of successful consulting work that allows early observation of
those changes before they become a reality.
Those observations are supported with quantitative and qualitative research, interviews
and surveys. GreySpark shares those observations in industry publications, where
subject matter experts comment on the impact of regulations, technology trends and
shifting e-commerce business models across the industry. Those observations are
also used in a client-specific context as a part of the firm’s overall strategy advisory
services.
For more information, please visit: greyspark.com/research
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